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Carrion Crown Session Summary 10/13/2013 

Attendance 

 Chris explains that some of his co-workers believe that poor people don’t have 

health care because they’re lazy.  This is ironic, considering that these folks are all state 

employees, well known for their extreme dedication to cause.  Paul suggests that many of 

these folks work very hard for their $11/hour.  Bruce asks, “You know a way to get 

health care and get paid $11/hour?”  Ernest looks at him quizzically.  He concludes that 

low Dallas air quality must have had a permanent effect upon Bruce’s brain.  Patrick 

remains quiet, as he’s much more interested in exploring ways to defraud his customers 

with spyware software.  Paul focuses this conversation by noting that he trains a lot of 

people who need to ship dangerous goods.  He gets to the key points just as Matt arrives.  

Matt decides that he will use this knowledge to become just like Kiefer Sutherland 

(particularly as he appeared in 24). 

 Tim shows up somewhat later, in time for Doctor Vaus to distribute Shield 

infusions to everyone for the attack upon the Sky Chamber. 

 

Character Player Description Class Level 

Oswald Bainbridge Bruce Grizzled Crossbowman Fighter 6 

Zurax Darkfire Matt Hooded Half-orc Necromancer 6 

Nigel Snodgrass Patrick Emo-Gothic Musician Dirge Bard 6 

Doctor Jegen Vaus Tim Elvish Eurotrash Alchemist 6 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl Ernest Troubled Vudran Girl Witch 6 

Icobus Basilisk Chris Ululating Orc Oracle 6 

 

Stairs of the Moon 

 The characters have received a distinctly cold reception from the werewolves 

parked up on the Stairs of the Moon.  Their protestations that Mathis Mordrinacht of the 

Silverhide Pack is in league with necromancers of the Whispering Way and is planning on 

becoming leader of all the packs have not impressed the werewolf guards. 
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 The characters sneak into the central amphitheater of the Stairs of the Moon.  The 

ground is packed earth, with a raised dais at one end.  The broken bones of animals 

scatter the area.  The characters move across the area as carefully as possible. 

 Suddenly a glowing werewolf form rises up from the earth of the amphitheater 

and possesses Icobus Basilisk.  On the plus side he gets better low-light vision, claws, and 

the Greater Rage class ability.  On the minus side, he wants to kill the rest of the party. 

 Oswald Bainbridge rushes up and does his best to distract Icobus with the 

Lopper’s Hand Axe while Sredni Vashtar’s Girl casts Misfortune hexes everywhere.  

Zurax Darkfire turns Invisible and sneaks up to cast Protection from Evil on Icobus.  This 

forces the undead vilkacis spirit out of Icobus!  It immediately attempts to possess 

Oswald, who manages to resist it. 

 The vilkacis stands alone in the midst of the party.  The characters fling all the 

positive energy and anti-undead spells they can think of at it while Oswald fruitlessly 

swings at it with his axe (doing nothing).  Zurax casts Halt Undead upon it and stops it in 

its tracks.  Nigel Snodgrass casts Ghostbane Dirge at it twice, to no effect. 
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 Oswald steps back and shoots the vilkacis with a silver crossbow bolt.  He is 

shocked when it takes damage!  Apparently silver is the way to go!  Zurax casts Shocking 

Grasp upon his ectoplasmic rod and tries to strike it; it dodges out of the way. 

 The vilkacis attempts to possess Nigel, but Girl’s fortune blessing helps him to 

avoid a horrible fate.  Girl reasons that Zurax will be the next target of the vilkacis, so she 

blesses him with fortune.  And Oswald peppers it with another volley of silver crossbow 

bolts. 

 The vilkacis changes tactics, as nobody who looks like a good possession 

candidate remains.  It claws Zurax, opening up an awful claw wound that freezes 

instantly.  Nigel responds by charging with his silvered mace, striking the werewolf spirit 

and delivering a solid wound. 

 Zurax finally manages to hit it with his Ectoplasmic Rod, delivering enough of a 

Shocking Grasp to send the vilkacis spinning.  It claws him in return, leaving him 

bloodily frozen.  Zurax swears vengeance upon the spirit, spitting cold blood from his 

cracked lips.  The vilkacis looms over him.  Nigel moves up behind it and delivers a solid 

strike with his silvered mace.  The vilkacis staggers.  Oswald drills it through with three 

silver crossbow bolts and destroys it. 

 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl warns, “It isn’t permanently destroyed until its canopic 

stone is shattered!”  She estimates that it will be days before it is able to reform.  She also 

notes that a powerful wizard with Greater Rage, Create Undead and 14,000 gold pieces 

could create one of these things.  Zurax listens carefully.  Zurax takes notes. 

Beyond the Amphitheater 

 The characters step up to the dais and examine the corridor behind it.  They see a 

bent and broken portcullis and another door.  Beyond the portcullis is a chamber that 

might have been something’s quarters (or lair).  The chamber smells of rot and decay.  

Oswald notes that the area must have been a werewolf lair for many years. 

 The characters find the corpse of a human woman in the back of the chamber.   

She has been dead for perhaps a week.  She is clutching a leather satchel in her dead 

fingers and wears a ring.  Icobus picks up the satchel.  The ring is of plain iron, etched 

with strange symbols.  Zurax and Icobus both recognize the symbols as Whispering Way 
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symbols.  The satchel contains onyx gemstones worth 1000 gold (ranging in value from 

50 gold to 200 gold each).  Zurax doesn’t even bother with Knowledge (arcana) – he just 

blurts out, “These are for raising undead!” He begins rubbing them all over his body in 

hopes that it will make the others not want them anymore. 

 The satchel also contains a map of Ustalav with several locations marked. They 

include Ravengro, Lepidstadt, a location near the Ascanor Lodge, and another unfamiliar 

site. 

 Icobus moves over to the other room.  He opens the door, triggering the Symbol of 

Pain marked upon it.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl and Zurax are both wracked by agony.  

Icobus announces, “This room is safe!” and proceeds to inspecting the room.  He finds 

that some of the stones in the north corner are wrong, as if they were removed and 

replaced in a different order.  Oswald pulls out the stones to reveal a crude, short 

passageway. 

 The characters investigate.  The chamber looks like it was intended to be a jail, as 

there are iron bars across the middle of it.  The near portion looks like an alchemical 

laboratory with a stone table.  The far portion includes a pit and manacles.  Estovian 

Lozarov, the vanished caretaker of the Ascanor Lodge, stands in the room.  He has a 

visible werewolf bite upon his forearm. 

 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl pleads, “Estovian!  Give up now and we will help you with 

your horrible disease!”  She places Misfortune upon him as he scoffs at her offer.  He 

responds by casting a summoning spell.  A fiendish dire wolf appears and menaces 

Icobus.  Oswald shoots it twice, wounding it badly. 

 Zurax launches a Heightened Blindness at Estovian.  Estovian shrugs it off.  

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl follows up with Lip Stitch, leaving Estovian with his lips stitched 

together.  Estovian steps back and cuts his lips open to end the spell (suffering additional 

damage).  He is bleeding badly from his mouth, his magical words muffled and distorted 

by the blood.  Oswald shoots him, leaving him even worse wounded.  Zurax casts Dispel 

Magic to strip away his Mage Armor and make him vulnerable to additional crossbow 

bolts from Oswald. 
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 The fiendish dire wolf trips Sredni Vashtar’s Girl and starts to savage her.  It only 

lasts a moment, before the spell breaks and it evaporates back to whatever lower plane it 

calls home. 

 Estovian decides to try a different approach.  He casts Charm upon Oswald and 

asks him to kill Icobus.  Icobus clobbers Estovian before Oswald can do anything, 

leaving Oswald to rush over and embrace Estovian’s body.  Oswald feeds Estovian a 

healing potion and mourns his injuries.  He refuses to allow the others to loot his “friend” 

Estovian, so they settle for “taking inventory” of the other items in the room. 

 Icobus uses his adamantine hammer to break open a locked iron box.  He 

brandishes the hammer and exclaims, “I dub you Box Opener!”  Inside, he finds: 

 A Wand of Spider Climb (34 charges); 

 Three scroll cases, decorated with magically preserved moth wings.  One contains 

pages of ancient notes, a harrowing account of a priest’s attempts to cure his son 

of lycanthropy.  The second includes a communion ritual that may be performed 

atop Highthrone to activate the dust-moth and commune with Desna.  The third is 

a scroll of Remove Disease (CL12). 

The scroll describes how the high priest of Desna has a single son whom he loved dearly.  

His son contracted a virulent strain of lycanthropy while serving as a missionary.  The 

priest went to darker and darker measures to cure his son, eventually using a serum based 

upon his son’s blood to infect his entire congregation with lycanthropy to study the 

disease’s effect.  The entire Mordrenacht tribe is thus descended from the Desna 

worshippers around the Stairs of the Moon. 

Oswald’s Newfound Friend 

 The characters persuade Oswald that Estovian needs to be locked up in the vault 

for his own protection while the characters deal with the other werewolves.  He also 

allows them to search Estovian for the canopic stone binding the vilkacis, on the basis 

that if the spirit re-forms while Estovian is unconscious it might harm him.  They search 

for everything else he is carrying along the way.  He is carrying quite a variety of items, 

none of which Oswald lets the characters take, and the canopic stone, which he allows 

them to destroy (the vilkacis makes a brief appearance as the stone is destroyed). 
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 The characters turn to convincing Oswald that if they are going to leave Estovian 

locked up and gagged for his own protection that he should carry all of Estovian’s goods 

to keep them safe: 

 A crossbow 

 A wand 

 A masterwork longsword 

 An amulet 

 A ring 

 130 gold pieces in a pouch 

By the end of their efforts, Oswald is practically weeping, “You guys are the best friends 

this man has ever had!” 

 Zurax does his best to work through the agony of the Symbol of Pain to explore 

Estovian’s spellbook.  He concludes (to no surprise) that Estovian is a summoner. 

Climbing the Stairs of the Moon 

 The characters proceed up the Stairs of the Moon.  The stairs end just below the 

observatory at the peak, at the Sky Chamber.  The chamber forms a crude monopteron 

with an inlaid butterfly shape in the floor.  Stairs lead up to the Highthrone at the peak of 

the tower. 

 Doctor Jegen Vaus shows up just in time to distribute Shield and Bull’s Strength 

infusions to several folks in the group.  The characters use Spider Climb to ascend from 

the last of the stairs straight up the walls of the tower.  Zurax casts Mirror Image and 

leads the way up the walls. 

 Three Silverhide werewolves in hybrid form guard the chamber.  One of them 

growls out, “We’re being attacked!  Attacked by a swarm of half-orcs!”  They destroy 

three of Zurax’s images.  Oswald shows up to shoot one werewolf.  A moment later, 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl casts a Stinking Cloud across the top of the tower. 

 One werewolf rushes out of the cloud to attack the party.  The characters make 

short work of him, but not before he manages to bite Sredni Vashtar’s Girl and infect her 

with lycanthropy.  The other two flee back out of the cloud. 
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At this point, Mathis Mordrenacht steps down the stairs, carrying a weapon in each hand.  

He growls at Icobus, intimidating him and leaving him shaken for three rounds. 

 Zurax moves up and strikes Mathis with a Magic Missile.  He observes the 

Silverhair leader’s injuries and comments, “This wand is really nice.  It’s like freeze-

dried damage!” 

 Oswald pierces Mathis’ leg clean through with his crossbow, leaving the 

werewolf limping (half speed for four rounds) and injured.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl follows 

up with a Misfortune hex.  And Nigel casts Grease upon Mathis’ bastard sword. 

 Mathis leaps down and attacks Icobus Basilisk.  He swings mightily and leaves 

Icobus gasping for breath.  Nigel moves in to heal Icobus just as the slippery hilt of 

Mathis’ blade slips from his grasp. 

 Cybrisa Dorzhanev steps down the stairs.  She is the leader of the red wolf 

Dorzhanev clan.  She looks a lot like a fox, and she says, “Ring-ding-ding-ding-

dingeringeding!”  She also casts Entangle upon the top of the tower.  Plants grow out at 

magical speed, capturing Icobus and Nigel and Zurax.  None of them are able to move!  

Fortunately, one of the ranger werewolves is Entangled as well. 
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 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl manages to hit Mathis Mordrenacht with a Slumber hex, 

dropping him.  Icobus clobbers a werewolf ranger with his silvered mace. 

 Nigel shouts, “Cybrisa!  Our conflict is not with you!  Stand down!” 

 She scoffs, “You fight werewolves!  We shall fight you!” 

 “Seriously?  Half of us have been bitten!” 

 “Then prove your loyalty by biting the rest of your companions!” 

 Nigel doesn’t bother crediting her answer with a reply. 

 Zurax trades strikes with an axe-wielding werewolf.  His Magic Missiles fly true, 

while the werewolf hits only the last two images.  Zurax reflects that his one spell helped 

him avoid six attacks.  The other werewolf ranger wakes up Mathis. 

 The entangling plants capture Doctor Vaus.  Cybrisa starts casting Call Lightning.  

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl attempts to prevent this by casting Blindness upon her.  Her vision 

fades, just as the storm clouds gather above. 

 Oswald lands a critical shot straight through Mathis Mordrenacht’s eye.  He is 

killed instantly.  Doctor Vaus pierces through the axe-bearing werewolf ranger with his 

magical silver rapier.  The werewolf gurgles and spits up blood, critically injured.  Icobus 

follows up with his silvered mace, striking the werewolf down.  Nigel steps in and heals 

Icobus of some of his wounds. 

 The blinded Cyrisa attempts to call down a lightning bolt.  Icobus leans over the 

other surviving werewolf and shouts, “Don’t call lightning upon me!”  She obliges, 

hitting both Icobus and her own ally.  Oswald shoots down the last Silverhide werewolf. 

 The characters move to negotiations with Cybrisa, who remains blinded. 

 She asks, “Have you killed my people?” 

 “We bypassed them.” 

 “Then you have done no harm to the Dorzhanev clan!  You may leave, but you 

must leave quickly!” 

 It turns out that she wants the heart of the last packlord.  Mathis has a piece of it, 

but his Whispering Way allies fled with the rest.  She knows that they headed to the east.  

“All I want is the piece of the heart, and I will leave you to the temple.  You may then 

perform whatever Desnan rituals you might desire.” 
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 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl asks, “A couple of us have been bitten by your kinfolk.  Do 

you have a druid spell to cure that?”  Cybrisa indicates that she does not. 

 The characters find the piece of the Packlord’s Heart upon Mathis’ body and give 

it to Cybrisa.  Mathis was also carrying: 

 Four silversheen 

 A potion of Cure Serious Wounds 

 Mithril Chain Shirt +1 

 Bastard Sword +1 

 Masterwork dagger 

 Cloak of Resistance +1 

 163 gold pieces 

Nigel gets the Mithril Chain Shirt +1.  He trades his Studded Leather +1 to Doctor Vaus. 

 The characters wish best of luck to Cybrisa.  She departs and they go up to the 

Highthrone to commune with Desna. 

Communing with Desna 

 Doctor Vaus takes the lead with Use Magic Device and the scroll to commune 

with Desna, assisted by Sredni Vashtar’s Girl.  The characters all fall into a heightened 

dream trance.  They all see the Face of Desna.  She manifests as a beautiful elven woman 

with the wings of a butterfly that reflect the beauty of the night sky. 

 The Face of Desna intones, “Thank you for restoring and cleansing my temple.  In 

return, I shall give you a vision of the future.” 

 The characters see themselves facing a necromancer in a black-boned breastplate.  

He stands before a ruined tower.  It is Orrin Vrood, murderer of their mentor.  They see a 

tentacled monster under the see, a beautiful vampires, and a dark lich they fight under 

churning clouds.  They are visions of foes that the characters must still face. 

 Desna grants all of the PCs a boon – a +1 to WIS or CHA!  They awake one hour 

later as the magic fades away.  The irises of their eyes have permanently changed to a 

pale silver.  And everyone is healed of both lycanthropy and Charm.  And there are draws 

from the Harrow deck.  The group gets the Eclipse card – SR 20 for one encounter, or 25 

if done under the full moon.  
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Estovian Comes Clean 

 The group relaxes and divvies up magical loot, and then has a little chat with 

Estovian.  He claims he didn’t mean to hurt anyone and he thought the Palatine Eye sent 

the party to kill him. 

 “We weren’t, but we’re starting to reconsider that,” says Girl.  “Perhaps you can 

help us make up our mind.”   

 Estovian gets told that the group is keeping his gear and will escort him back to 

the lodge, and that then he better keep his nose clean and host them whenever they come 
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through or else his lodge might just burn to the ground and the Palantine Order might 

hear about his shenanigans and send real assassins. He consents and is uncuffed. 

What Happened to Durustan? 

 With Estovian dealt with, the characters set out to find the missing Durustan.  It 

doesn’t take long for them to find two hulking Volkstagg werewolves instead. 

 The characters lead off with, “We come in peace; we’re looking for a missing 

human…” 

 The response is hardly what they were hoping for: “You killed our brothers GET 

THEM!” 

 The wolves charge Vaus and Girl. The latter one rips its greatsword into the 

Vudran.  She replies by waving her hand and saying “Sleep!” The werewolf slumps to the 

ground. Nigel begins to drum and inspire courage.  Zurax fires Magic Missiles at the 

other werewolf.  Vaus explodes a bomb point-blank.  

 The remaining werewolf lashes out at Vaus with his greatsword, critically 

slashing him for 37 points of damage.  It also bites its buddy awake.  Icobus answers all 

this industrious behavior by cracking the creature’s ribs with a critical strike from a silver 

mace. Zurax tries to coup de grace the sleeping wolf with his silver dagger but it 

awakens, enraged. Vaus blows the creature up with a bomb and he goes back to sleep 

permanently.  

 The remaining wolf slashes at Icobus from the ground, missing. Everyone gathers 

in and Rodney Kings it to death. 

 The characters return to the search for Durustan and find signs of struggle, blood, 

and wolf prints.  All his retainers are there but Durustan is nowhere to be found.  

 A batch of Varisian travelers show up and introduce themselves as Rhakis Szadro 

and the Prince’s Wolves.  Rhakis tells the characters, “We did not slaughter these men 

but we know who did.  The Whispering Way was involved in the murder of Kvalka Sain. 

Let us parley.” 

 Szadro tells the group that the Jhazeldans killed these men. They’re following the 

Whispering Way agents who seek the Pack Lord’s Heart. They say the Whispering Way 
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folk went to the Ghost Town of Feldgrau 130 miles away. If their leader Adimarus 

Ionacu ate the Pack Lord’s Heart he would really ravage the area up good. 

 Szado’s folk have sent people after the Ionacu and his fellow cultists. He gives us 

tokens that mark us as the allies of the Princes’ Wolves. Zurax asks them about the Prince 

of Wolves Harrow card. They don’t know much more than the characters do.  

 The characters bury the bodies, though Zurax eyes them greedily. He settles for 

zombifying the two Primal werewolves.  

The End of the Session 

 Everyone levels to 7!  Huzzah! 


